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Drumming Up
Discussion
We get feedback from around the honey
industry to the concept of beekeepers
uniting to supply an offshore packer
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Editorial: Get in
on the Discussion
This month’s Apiarist’s Advocate is led by a range of views centred
around a concept floated by John Hartnell in the magazine last
month: that of bringing a group of honey suppliers together to
partner with an offshore packer to move large quantities of honey
to international markets.
John’s opinion piece was heavy enough on concept to stimulate a
reaction from across the honey industry, but light enough on details
to bring out a range of ideas and opinion from others. Like many of
the people who have provided feedback in the first 11 pages of this
issue, I commend John for getting the discussion going.
It has been an educational month for me talking to a range of
industry stakeholders, some who have in-depth knowledge and
expertise in farming, packing and marketing honey built over
long periods in the industry. I have attempted to bring all those
ideas together, firstly in Drumming up Discussion on pages 3-6, then
in extended standalone pieces where we have tapped into the
expertise of Phil Caskey, pgs 8-9, and Russell Marsh, pgs 10-11.
Phil was among those leading the charge in taking manuka
honey to the world in the 1990s and helped create the markets
which now reap Kiwi producers hundreds of millions of dollars every
year. His thoughts on our current predicament and the best honey
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marketing strategies going forward are extremely insightful with
methodology behind them.
Methodology is where Russell, a beekeeper and accountant,
turned his focus, by giving an overview of the practical
considerations that beekeepers will need to make before any
collective of suppliers gets off the ground.
Between the beekeeper/accountant and the expert honey
marketer, they tackle some of the big issues around generating
supply as a collective and then marketing that mass of honey.
Add to that a range of opinions from others in our main story,
and readers should have plenty of food for thought.
Once you have digested it all, please give us your thoughts.
I would love to hear what more beekeepers, or industry
stakeholders, think of the concepts discussed. Would you be
keen to supply a collective? Would you be willing to invest in it?
What type of honeys should it focus on selling and where? Email
me, editor@apiadvocate.co.nz.
Hopefully next month we will keep the conversation going, if
there is appetite to do so, and potentially get John Hartnell’s
thoughts again.
While I’ve got you… have you noticed our stories are online
now? All the headlines in the eMagazine link, if clicked, to stories
posted on our website, plus ads are also linked to advertiser’s
websites. It makes sharing stories with others easier, so read in
the magazine or go online to our website and then share the
knowledge and stories so others can benefit too.
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Drumming Up
Discussion
An idea to help alleviate New Zealand’s honey supply and demand
imbalance has been met with a wide range of reaction, from optimism and
support to words of caution and disagreement. Numerous stakeholders
of the honey industry have weighed in with their thoughts on an idea
floated by honey exporter John Hartnell in Apiarist’s Advocate’s pages last
month. We explore that feedback, from those wanting to move their honey
stocks, to others with vast experience in marketing honey, New Zealand’s
previous honey co-op and international trade.

“One word … Nice” was
Canterbury beekeeper James
Corson’s initial thoughts upon
reading the concept floated
by Hartnell last month.
After three years of
honey backlogs at
his Gowanleagold
business, Corson
has only recently
managed to move his
James Corson.
stockpile of full drums
The Canterbury
in what he considers a
beekeeper is
“bargain basement deal” for
buoyed by the
the buyer of his clover, kamahi,
potential of a
rata and honey dew honey.
honey supply
Beekeepers like Corson want
collective.
not just higher prices for their
produce, but also a greater level of certainty that
a buyer will come forward each season. Therefore,
Hartnell’s concept of seeking to bring together a group of honey
producers to supply large quantities of honey to one or more
offshore packers to process and distribute through their large and
well-established sales channels, has found some favour among
beekeepers canvassed.
“I think it is a great idea,” says Don
Tweeddale, owner of Tweeddale’s Honey and
with decades of experience selling honey
within New Zealand.
“We have a large surplus of honey in
the country and every man and his
dog is out there trying to market it. It
is becoming a bit dysfunctional. If
you could supply a large market
like that, even with, not necessarily
5000 tonnes but even 2000 or
3000, it would be an enormous help,
providing the price was reasonable.”
That might just be the biggest sticking
point of many raised, could any export

venture between suppliers command a honey price that will be
high enough to bring beekeepers – many of whom rode the crest
of the manuka honey boom’s wave for years – together?
STAND ALONE
Phil Caskey knows the ins and outs of the New Zealand honey
industry and export markets just about as well as anyone, having
been a pioneer of manuka honey and wound dressings in the
1990s and thus helping build an industry now worth hundreds of
millions of dollars to New Zealand. In more recent times, he cofounded the New Zealand Manuka Group and spent three years
living in the UK in a bid to build markets and even established a
UK-based packing plant in 2017.
In Collective Constraint Needed to Reduce Risk on pg 8, Caskey
explains that any arrangement with an offshore packer could be
risky to the manuka honey industry.
Many European packers do not have the knowledge or skill to
pack a high quality manuka honey, with uniformity and product
quality being a real problem in his experience. Couple that with
the risk of honey adulteration, or just the confusing honey labelling
to the consumer, plus a lack of control of quality and Caskey
thinks there is real risk of devaluing the manuka honey market by
a large supply arrangement with an offshore packer.
Any honey supplied should stand on its own feet in the market
place, whether it be a multifloral manuka or any other New
Zealand honey. This will help protect the value
of manuka honey and build a more sustainable
market for other New Zealand honeys, he
believes.
With New Zealand seen in a good light
in many countries due to our Covid
response and there being many fine
attributes of New Zealand honey to
market, it is as good a time as any
to strike out and establish fresh
markets for New Zealand honey
– it just shouldn’t be at the cost of
manuka honey or in one large drop,
Caskey warns.
Tweeddale’s Honey owner
“If we were to guarantee a market
Don Tweeddale believes
say 3000 tonnes, that still needs to
their is potential in John
Hartnell’s idea.
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be at a value that it will move off the shelf when competing with
all the other honeys. If we have a glut and drop it all at once we
are no longer just competing with those honeys, but undermining
them due to an oversupply. Consumers don’t eat 3000 tonnes
more honey unless it is price competitive.”
THIRD BEST
One expert in the field of international trade, and Europe in
particular, suggests there are some major risks of any large joint
venture with an offshore packer.
Until recently Ian Fletcher has advised the Manuka Honey
Appellation Society, and prior to that he held top level roles in the
European Commission and the UK Patent Office. He believes that
the concept floated by Hartnell raises some interesting ideas,
but ranks behind the industry’s initial goal to secure for manuka
honey a “GI” (geographical indication) such as Champagne has
and, secondly, the certification trademark route the Manuka
Charitable Trust is currently undertaking in key markets.
“If you have given up on those first two, then John’s idea
would come in as a third best: if you can’t organise yourself, get
someone overseas to do it,” Fletcher says.
That sort of model works for businesses such as Coca-Cola
or McDonalds who have well defined franchise rules about their
product set in place and the structures to implement them.
However, for manuka honey Fletcher could see a franchise style

model of overseas packers creating some serious risks for
the manuka honey industry, in much the same way Caskey
has concerns.
“For Coca-Cola type products the franchise model is a pretty
good model – everyone wins. We don’t have a clear definition
of the product though. So, we would be leaving that to foreign
franchisees who would be given a local
monopoly, which could
be quite big, to run the business for
us. That raises some questions
about how much of the value
they insist on keeping, how
much effort they put into
marketing and how much
would come back to us at
the end of the day,”
Fletcher says.
Ian Fletcher. The
international trade
expert says the legalities
of a large honey export
deal to singular markets
would need to be carefully
considered.
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Therefore, such a concept would rely on the honey
industry coming together to promote one set of criteria
for identifying and rating manuka honey, which will
also help prevent the new market being exploited by
foreign producers, according to Fletcher.
“It only works if, firstly, all New Zealand’s honey
industry is prepared to work together. History tells us
that might not be as easy to do as it is to say. Secondly,
it will only work if Australia leaves us alone to do it. Again,
history tells us that may not happen.”
There would also need to be serious consideration given
to the legalities, under World Trade Organisation rules and
European Union competition law, of supplying one packer in a
market with a monopoly of honey if that was the route taken,
Fletcher warns.
HOLD FIRE
While Caskey and Fletcher can see considerable risk to the
long-term future of the manuka honey market if any bulk-export/
offshore-packer agreement is not done right, Logan Bowyer
questions the philosophy behind the concept. The Manuka
Orchard owner has his finger on the pulse of honey trading
in New Zealand through his honey storage and processing
facility in Paengaroa, Bay of Plenty, and says that a concept
such as has been floated would be a “knee jerk reaction to a
present-day problem”.
“Often those reactions are really bad long term. They are rushed
in thinking to serve a certain purpose for that moment in time.
Before you know it, you have lost your handle on added value,”
Bowyer says.
The supply and demand imbalance will work itself out over
time if beekeepers strive to better understand what the markets
require, he believes. For this reason, Manuka Orchard is having
those conversations all along the supply chain. From what Bowyer
can see, a combination of lower prices, a lower production season,
beekeepers taking less honey off the hives and markets taking
more, is gradually moving supply and demand closer to a balance.
However, should an offshore packing venture be undertaken,
if the New Zealand honey suppliers do not own their own
processing and packing plant and facilitates, then Bowyer
believes the risk is high.
“It is easy to sit here in New Zealand and think everyone is
above board as we are, but if you are dealing with a packer
overseas then you have no idea how that plant is going to be run
when your back is turned.”
From the conversations he has with beekeepers, Bowyer
believes many would share his scepticism of any idea which
does not promote Kiwi honey, be it manuka or otherwise, as a
premium product.
His advice to beekeepers is to be cautionary and, contrary to the
opinion of others in the industry who advise a “meeting the market
price” philosophy, Bowyer thinks New Zealand honey marketers
should be targeting the very top end of buyers internationally, for
all our varieties, and/or the under-tapped domestic market. Any
off-shore packing model would likely not fit that approach and
thus patience should be observed, Bowyer believes.
“Hold fire for another year or two. Perhaps investigate it, without
spending too much money on it, but see what the natural course
of supply constraint is and if the world is going to want more of
our product in the next few years.”

Logan Bowyer at
Manuka Orchard
believes New Zealand
honey producers of all
varieties need to be
targeting the very top
end of the market.

COLLECTIVE CONSIDERATIONS
Setting up any business that would bring a large collection of
beekeepers together has more challenges than just financials,
Russell Marsh knows that. The former chartered accountant and
third-generation Otago beekeeper’s family business, Marsh’s
Honey, supplied New Zealand Honey Producers Co-operative from
go to whoa, 1981 to 2014.
While it is early stages in the concept floated by Hartnell,
Marsh believes it prudent for beekeepers, as potential suppliers, to
understand the dynamics that would likely come into play should
a “collective”, as he terms it, eventuate. He has detailed six key
considerations in Exploring the Dynamics of a Honey Co-op on pg 10
of this issue.
“We need to do something, so all initiatives should be put up
on the table and all the gory details, how you get around them or
work with them, discussed. Then the beekeepers can decide after
that whether they are in or out,” Marsh says.
The main points for consideration for a collective, according
to Marsh, would firstly be the collective dynamics such as the
amount, quality and fit of the honey supplied by individuals and
how that fits with the overall longer term strategy of the collective.
Then the capital commitment required of members would need
to be established, because many beekeepers might not have the
ability to fund what is required to get a business off the ground
or for that matter provide funding to ensure it keeps running.
Supply commitment comes next, with ensuring continuity of
supply essential, as fluctuating quantities and qualities of honey
supply limited the previous co-op. Also critical to success is firmly
establishing how long and short term capital initiatives will be
funded and how and when those putting up funds and taking on
risk will be rewarded.
The issue of governance is perhaps the most important thing
to get right, Marsh believes. How a board is structured and what
types of people are on it will set a collective’s strategic direction
and ultimately have a bearing on successful outcomes for all
participants.
Lastly, forecasting net returns to be delivered into the
beekeepers’ pockets after the remainder of the value chain (sales/
marketing/packing/distribution/administration/governance) have
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taken their cut, and also identifying who along that supply chain
bears the cost of any inefficiencies. Otherwise, Marsh warns,
collectively beekeepers could be on the hook for setbacks that
may be outside of their individual control.
ANSWERS REQUIRE ENTERPRISE
All in all, there have been mixed reactions to John Hartnell’s idea,
but all have commended the established exporter for putting
forward a concept for discussion. Among them, is packer and
exporter James Annabell, chief executive of Egmont Honey, who
believes the idea may help boost the profile of manuka honey if it
helps push the product to more consumers. So, he is not against
beekeepers pursuing it, but does have a warning for them.
“It is complicated and we need to hold on to hope, but I hope
beekeepers don’t get overly excited about this possibility, which is
probably not quite as easy as it looks. The range of requirements
in some of these markets is a real challenge, such as C4s and
diastase, then there are more challenges around hitting the correct
pollen counts and manuka definitions,” Annabell warns.
Yes, the hurdles to bringing together any large collective of
honey suppliers are numerous if it is to be on sure footing, but
they are not insurmountable and Hartnell got the idea rolling
by pointing out, “surely an entrepreneurial country with a strong
primary sector base like New Zealand can get this right?”
That’s a thought echoed by at least some beekeepers, including
one in the hills of Whitecliffs, Canterbury.

James Annabell,
CEO of Egmont
Honey, says meeting
the requirements of
European markets has
its challenges.

“We are an export driven nation and have a vast amount of
experience and knowledge and I am sure that within the export
industry there are people who would take on a honey portfolio and
slot it into their existing line of connection, pathways and trade,”
Corson says, before looking further ahead.
“The challenge is to bring a team of suppliers together to build
something that will stand the test of time. An entity that will give
my young boys the confidence to enter a vibrant industry where
there are rewards for the hard work that it is.”
Would you get behind a honey collective? Could an agreement
between Kiwi honey producers and an offshore packer(s) be good
for the NZ honey industry? Send us your thoughts,
editor@apiadvocate.co.nz, and keep the conversation going.
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HONEY

New honey blending calculator
Maximise your honey value by
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Collective Constraint
Needed to Reduce Risk
PHIL CASKEY has been a leader in taking manuka honey to the world since the
1990s. He founded the first dedicated manuka honey packing and marketing
company with his wife Sharan in 1996, which later developed the first manuka
honey wound dressings. They were founding members of what is now the
Unique Manuka Factor Honey Association. In 2012 he co-founded New Zealand
Manuka Group, an export honey business which partners with Kiwi beekeepers
and manuka landowners, which he directed until recently. Below Caskey offers
his expert opinion on the concept of a large collective of Kiwi honey suppliers
partnering with an offshore packer and the associated risks.
As part of my role with the NZ Manuka Group Sharan and I spent
three years living in the UK, in an attempt to build markets for
our honey. I will share some lessons from that experience, and
previous marketing ventures, here.
There was a lot of customer confusion and mistrust regarding
manuka honey when we first arrived in the UK. We worked closely
with major retailers and customers to educate and provide
reassurance around the credibility and quality of manuka honey,
even establishing a dedicated UK-based manuka honey packing
facility in 2017 to help showcase our commitment to quality.
However, if a large supply of New Zealand honey is introduced
to offshore markets, there is a risk that the sort of confusion
amongst consumers that we spent those UK years working to
overcome could be fuelled further.

The market for high value, high quality manuka honey is limited
to the amount of credible and tangible marketing support that
can be provided to consumers to help grow the market. Flooding
more lower-grade manuka honey packed offshore with little or
no quality control onto the same shelves as higher priced and
higher rated honey will only reduce the value of the higher priced
product because of the level of consumer confusion created
between the numerous rating systems and labelling requirements.
For instance, if you have a label on multifloral honey seemingly
saying to the consumer a MGO40 is better than a UMF20,
because of the higher number, then how do you justify four times
the price for the latter?

Phil Caskey. The pioneer of the
manuka honey and wound dressing
industries is weary of the risk
associated with any large honey
dump into international markets.
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In general, supplying a large dump of low-grade manuka honey
into any one market will only displace the high value product,
which would be very risky.
Markets are about consistency of price and supply volume yearon-year and if we were to suddenly offer another, say, 3000 tonnes
of what is essentially a multifloral honey it would need to be at a
value that it will move off the shelf when competing with all the
other multifloral honeys. Careful branding would be needed not
to undermine all the work the industry has done to get manuka
recognised as the highest value honey in the world. If we have a
glut and drop it all at once as a pseudo-manuka we are no longer
just competing with those other honeys, but could potentially
undermine our existing manuka markets due to an oversupply.
Would an arrangement with an offshore packer be able to
guarantee this undermining does not occur?
Consumers don’t suddenly consume 5000 tonnes more honey
from a single market unless it is price competitive.
There is light at the end of the tunnel, without risking the
manuka honey market though, and a concept such as John
Hartnell has suggested could well play a role.
As an industry we need to promote our multifloral honey as a
unique to New Zealand range of high-quality honey in its own

right. This would be separate from manuka and focus on
New Zealand origin, as the world attention has been refocused on
us over the last year or so due to our successes fighting Covid-19
and our humanitarian efforts.
Such a strategy would be more realistic on a cost/profit basis
if beekeepers were to determine the true cost of production for
multifloral manuka honey, or any other non-manuka New Zealand
varieties. Currently, most beekeepers lump all their costs together
across their hives, whether that hive is generating manuka
honey, or a less valuable crop. However, the non-manuka honeys
do not require nearly the same outlay, be it helicopters, track
maintenance, planting trees or just the myriad of costs associated
with keeping hives alive and healthy in high-population manuka
honey areas.
This more accurate accounting would in turn reduce the cost
base for producing non-monofloral manuka honeys and allow us
to compete more readily on price in the world marketplace, while
working on a premium New Zealand focused marketing niche for
these honeys.
A collective of beekeepers as honey suppliers could play a role
in this strategy, but it should not be done in a way that will put our
hard-earned monofloral manuka honey markets at risk.

Hive Straps
Replace harsh to handle steel strapping and emlocks with
Aerofast’s New Zealand made Hive Straps. More
environmentally friendly, cost effective, easier to apply and
remove than traditional single-use steel strapping. Get in
touch today by emailing us at tiedowns@aerofast.co.nz or
phoning us on +64 3 376 4028

PROUDLY NZ MADE
FOR OVER 40 YEARS

GET YOUR BRAND
& COLOURS

UV TREATED
WEBBING

TRUSTED BY NZ’S
LEADING KEEPERS
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Exploring the Dynamics
of a Honey Co-op
There is probably none better placed to understand the dynamics behind a
beekeeping co-operative or “collective” as RUSSELL MARSH likes to call a group
which could supply an offshore packer, as proposed in these pages last month.
His family business, Marsh’s Honey, supplied the now defunct New Zealand Honey
Producers Co-operative for all its 33-year existence, while Marsh was formally a
chartered accountant and has recently served on the board of Apiculture New
Zealand. From his vantage point, he explains some of the lessons learned and
considerations required before beekeepers band together again.
I commend John Hartnell for putting forward his honey export and
offshore packing concept. I believe there is a solution, or solutions,
out there to our current honey supply and demand imbalance and
the only way to realise them is creating proactive leadership and
detailed discussion.
The last time Kiwi beekeepers formed a collective of any scale was
the NZ Honey Producers Co-op, which ran from 1981 to 2014 when it
was disbanded. In its final year of operation the co-op turned over
$30million of honey, yet when it was disbanded the collective of
about 70 shareholders barely got back their initial share value, with
next to no capital gain or dividends made on their 30-plus years of
investment and commitment.
What John proposes probably won’t be the same structure as the
co-op was, but there is a lot in that co-op model that is applicable
as a collective will be required to generate honey supply. With that
in mind, I don’t have all the answers, but these are some of the main
questions I would ask before proceeding.
1. COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS
Size, quality and fit are all crucial. That is, how much honey each of
the suppliers can and will commit, what type of honey that is, and
how will it fit in with the collective’s or packers’ marketing strategy?

You need to know what you are setting out to do and what your
strategy is around supplying it. If it was just manuka, what grade
would you be targeting? If it is other monoflorals, what ones? Or
what blends?
Making sure individual’s supply lines up with the collective
business model is crucial, otherwise there may be opportunities for
some to take advantage of those supply dynamics.
2. CAPITAL COMMITMENT
While a collective that can find a market for a lot of honey
might be appealing, the small matter of who makes the capital
commitment to get it off the ground and how much is required,
could be an early stalling point.
With many potential suppliers already struggling to generate
their own cashflow, finding players willing to buy into the idea with
money, inventory as well as enthusiasm, may be a challenge.
The co-op was established in 1981 using a mix of cash, bank
financing and honey supplied by the new shareholders, with the
initial honey supply meaning the co-op’s stock buying costs were
kept low. This could work again, but if you commit your inventory,
where does the liability lie if something goes wrong in that whole
equation of export, packing, through to marketing and distribution?
Would suppliers be willing to take that gamble, and would they
be able to stump up the cash required to cover setup costs such as
legal, accountancy and marketing fees?
3. SUPPLY COMMITMENT
Ensuring consistent supply of the right honey is critical and one of
the serious failings of the co-op was beekeepers’ willingness to pick
and choose which season they would supply their honey.
What is the legal status of the contracts to ensure you have
consistent supply year after year, from the same people, they are
not jumping in and out, and supply is not getting varied in terms of
its quality?
As John points out, “If you go into it, you have to stay in it”, but
what are the rules around that and how are they enforced?

Russell Marsh: honey
collectives need careful
consideration and
commitment from all involved.

4. THIRD PARTY COMMITMENT AND RISK
If partnering with a packer who operates outside of the supply
collective, there is obviously plenty to take into consideration, but
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for a start: what is the background of the packer? how financial
are they and will they always be around? what do they deliver as a
collective member? how cost effective are they? how are their costs
calculated? what are the trigger points for changes to charges?
what is plan B?
Add to all of that, the question of how any new capital projects
and working capital are funded – a question co-ops often
grapple with – and there is plenty to think about. Would existing
shareholders be able to provide the equity to take advantage of
sales and marketing opportunities as they present themselves?
If so, how would that investment and risk be rewarded on an
individual basis?
5. GOVERNANCE – STRUCTURE OF THE BOARD
Having good governance to set a strategic vision and manage
speed bumps is key. The co-op was governed and managed,
initially, on a shoestring by beekeepers who did not have a full
understanding of international markets or adequate business
acumen to oversee what ended up being a reasonably complex
operation.
That is no longer tolerable in today’s markets. You have to have
a well-rounded board that can understand strategy, day-to-day
management requirements, and the effects that key decisions have
on the industry players involved. Governance needs to be mostly
independent of the suppliers, so as to avoid conflicts of interest.
That usually comes at a cost though and the right people might
be hard to attract.

6. QUANTIFIABLE POTENTIAL NETT FINANCIAL REWARDS AND
WHO BEARS THE INEFFICIENCES
That’s a mouthful I know, but what it boils down to is, how is
the honey price determined and if someone stuffs up, does that
come out of the collective beekeepers’ estimated realisable value
(ERV), aka the price paid for their honey?
Is it as simple as: sales revenue, less sales and marketing costs,
less packing fees, less distribution, less overheads, less capital/
debt commitments = supplier net value (ERV)?
You need an understanding of these parameters from the
start so that everyone is clear on what their job is, what the risks
and rewards are, and what they are in the can for. Otherwise,
ultimately it may come back to the supplier to cop it.
AT THE END OF THE DAY…
None of these areas of consideration come without solutions, but
the solution will require certain things of those who commit to
this business model.
We should stay on the front foot and be positive about trying
a concept like this. Just because we have a few things that look
a bit ugly, doesn’t mean there are not ways and means around
it. It just needs a bit of thought without being too naïve, because
collaboration can be a great tool when set up properly to deliver
realistic, fair and equitable outcomes to those that are prepared
to commit.

Results you
can trust

Be confident with your honey, by testing with New Zealand’s leading
analytical test provider. We offer an extensive range of honey tests
with fast turnaround times, using the latest technology and methods,
providing IANZ accredited results you can trust.
Test your honey with the laboratory that’s 100% New Zealand owned
and operated.

0508 HILL LAB | hill-laboratories.com
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Working
with Willows
– Part II
managing
invasiveness
By Dr Linda Newstrom-Lloyd, Dr Angus
McPherson (Trees for Bees NZ) and Dr Trevor Jones
(New Zealand Poplar and Willow Trust)

Part I of the Working with Willows series, provided by the
Trees for Bees Research Trust, saw us explore the best willows
to plant. This month, part II sees Drs Linda Newstrom-Lloyd,
Angus McPherson and Trevor Jones explain that, while willows
are excellent bee forage sources, they must be managed
appropriately. This article provides some of the basics of
preventing willows from unwanted spread. Readers are
advised to attain more regionally specific information from
their local council.
Regional councils have been removing the most invasive willows
from riverbanks and wetlands particularly the crack willow (Salix
x fragilis) and grey willow (S. cinerea) because they spread rapidly
and obstruct water flow. These two species are prohibited by
the National Plant Pest Accord and so can’t be propagated,
distributed and sold in New Zealand.
Crack willow does not produce seed, because only male trees
are present, but it has become a serious weed because its brittle
branches readily break off, flow downstream and resprout far
afield. Grey willow produces huge quantities of seeds that cause
widespread invasiveness, because both male and female grey
willow trees have been naturalised.

Other willows have not caused such serious problems. To avoid
problems of invasiveness, it is best practice to only plant nonbrittle male willow trees along river and stream banks. These will
not produce seed and spread, and the flowering catkins of male
trees will produce both pollen and nectar for bees.
Suitable willows for river and stream bank planting include
the tree willows: Salix alba and S. matsudana × alba; and the
shrub willows: S. appenina, S. purpurea, S. viminalis, S. x dichroa, S.
x forbyana, and S. x reichardtii. Out of this list of willow species
for streams, Trees for Bees has selected the best male genotypes
that produce the most pollen. See the list of 26 best genotypes in
Table 1 of the previous Apiarist’s Advocate (August 2021, pg 21-24)
and in the online publication ‘Winning with Willows’ here.
A great diversity of willows is available in New Zealand. Some
willows are already fully naturalised such as S. alba, S. purpurea and
S. x reichardtii and they have both male and female trees in the
country. Other willows with both male and female trees are, so far,
only found in cultivation, such as S. caprea, S. eriocephala, S. nigra,
S. pentandra and some hybrids. The male trees of some of these
underutilised willows are well worth planting, especially S. nigra,
a large tree with copious pollen production (Figure 1). If they are
carefully watched any weed problems can be mitigated.
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SOURCES OF WILLOWS FOR PLANTING
Many willows are available through the nursery trade and from
regional councils. These agencies can provide stakes, poles, rooted
cuttings, and potted trees. If you have existing suitable willows
on your land, they are easy to propagate from cuttings (40-60
cm) or stakes (100-150 cm) and planted where stock are excluded.
For more information on availability of genotypes and how to
propagate willows, go here.
Trees for Bees NZ, Landcare Research, and Plant & Food
Research have developed a willow identification key so that

Figure 1. Salix nigra catkin showing the male
anthers containing pollen. The bee is packing
the pollen in the corbicula on its hind legs.

landowners can identify which willow species are already growing
on their property. This will help you to assess any potential weed
risks in consultation with your regional council representatives.
Male willow trees can be recognised by the pollen in their catkins
(Figure 1) and female willow trees by the ovary and stigma in their
catkins (Figure 2). Since willows can easily spread too much in
certain situations, it is best to consult with experts to be sure that
you choose the right bee forage willow for the right situation on
your farm.

Figure 2. Salix x forbyana showing the female ovary and
pistil with branched stigmas. The bee is collecting nectar
and there is no pollen produced on female flowers.
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Beekeepers’ Logistical
Nightmare
For beekeepers flooding damage can range from apiaries disappearing in
a flash, to silt-laden hives, or washouts and landslides causing land access
issues, but what if road closure wasn’t temporary and what if it cut you off
from 90 percent of your hives? That is the situation facing Marlborough
Sounds beekeepers Robert and Sabine Harper at Sherrington Honey
who are living a “logistical nightmare” and having to spend thousands of
dollars a week on barge access just to reach their hives, get in supplies and
transport honey for sale.
There’s no doubt about it, the place the Harpers call home would
be the envy of most people, however the usually tranquil lifestyle
of the Marlborough Sounds has been replaced with an ongoing
battle to access more than 1500 of Sherrington Honey’s 1700
hives since the region received once-in-a-century flooding on
July 24-25.
Rob Harper has called the Ohinetaha Bay in the Mahau Sound
home for 40 years and says it was the worst rain event he
has seen.
“One of the old residents down here recorded 431mm on Friday
and Saturday combined and then another 32mm on the Sunday,”
Harper says.
Road access linking the Sherrington Honey base to the outer
Marlborough Sounds to the north and east and also the nearest

Robert Harper, in more stress-free
times. The Sherrington Honey owner
has lost road access to the vast
majority of his 1700 beehives this
spring and beyond.

towns to the south and west was cut off following the downpours
and resulting slips. While access has been partially restored to
the mainland of the South Island and the towns of Linkwater,
Havelock, Picton and Blenheim, the wonderfully scenic yet windy
and slip-prone Kenepuru Road remains closed indefinitely. A
landslide and massive rock block the road four kilometres further
down the Sounds, at Te Mahia Bay. Beyond that, at least 1500
Sherrington Honey hives are situated over the usual two hour
drive to the end of the Sounds and require the usual spring
management to prevent starvation and maintain hive health.
“Our operation is effectively cut in half with this road closure
with the beehives on one side and our equipment on the other
side,” Harper says.
A Mayoral relief fund is partially funding barge transport
for residents of the Kenepuru Road, of which there are several
hundred. Sherrington Honey are using the barge to transport their
work trucks past “the rock”, as they have dubbed the landslip,
and also to get supplies in and out on their heavy vehicle. This
is coming at not only significant cost to the business – at $180
per vehicle each way, and $160 per water taxi for staff – but also
significant stress due to the logistical challenges and uncertainty
of when the road might reopen.
“We take as much gear across as we can, but when we
need to refill, such as sugar syrup and trailers, we have to
bring everything back here to our base on the barge. It’s a
logistical nightmare and an ongoing cost,” Harper says.
It is not just getting to hives that is proving a
challenge either, but also getting in supplies like the
two or three tonnes of sugar required each week in
spring, and then also taking a truck load of honey
to town. Those sorts of missions usually require
barging of their heavy truck to Havelock as well as
Harper walking, biking, hitchhiking or phoning for a
ride to get between home and the truck parked-up at
the marina between water crossings.
Sherrington Honey has three staff members, along with
the husband and wife owners. To get to one site their head
beekeeper was given a backpack of varroa treatments and a
bicycle which they set off on to get the job done.
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While most sites are visited
using barge access this spring,
Sherrington Honey did manage
to bike to one apiary to
administer varroa treatments.

The landslip and rock which
blocks road access to almost all of
Sherrington Honey’s hives.

With queen rearing season just around the corner the logistical
challenges will intensify as they try to find enough accessible cellraiser hives and then come up with a plan to transport incubated
queen cells.
Although they have applied for some flood relief funding,
they have yet to receive any monies and are unaware of any
significant support packages. While financial relief is not in sight,
neither is a practical solution to fixing the Kenepuru Road with
Marlborough Roads stating they cannot provide an estimate of
when it might be open and that residents are “facing a long
period of disrupted access”.
“You can’t plan ahead because you don’t know how long this is
going for. We might do things completely differently if we know
we are going to be still dealing with this in six months’ time.
We’ve heard everything from three months out to two years and
nobody seems to know,” Harper says.
The isolation, disruptions and hardship the road closure is
putting on people is starting to take its toll and the Harpers say,
while their local councillor has been helpful, they feel like council
staff are simply not listening.
“The big thing is just the lack of information. We still don’t have
anything coming out of Marlborough Roads as to when they will
start work. Or when it will be opened at least to one lane. Out
here we feel really let down by Marlborough Roads and nobody is
giving us any indication.”
While the challenges will keep coming as the weather warms
and the bees become more active, a fortuitously-timed purchase
of a side-by-side all-terrain vehicle has provided some comfort
to Harper.
“It has already paid for itself,” he says, adding “a barge is next
on the wish list”.
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Honey Markets
Further Explored
Last month we detailed the manuka-focused sections of an enlightening
conversation between three honey marketers from the Apiculture New
Zealand National Conference in June. Here, that recap continues, with this
month’s attention going to New Zealand’s wide range of honey varieties and
some challenges faced by honey producers and marketers. From supplydemand disparity, to moving New Zealand’s honey backlog and the high
cost of securing new markets, we recap what 100% Pure New Zealand Honey
general manager Sean Goodwin, Manuka Health chief commercial officer
Harry Woods and Egmont Honey founder and chief executive officer James
Annabell had to say – along with some input from the audience.

Two years prior to the honey marketing trio’s discussion in
Rotorua, Goodwin had stood on the same stage at the national
conference and detailed the honey industry’s “self-inflicted
wounds” (that address was detailed in August 2019 Apiarist’s
Advocate). While this year he declared, “much has changed”, a
disparity between supply and demand for New Zealand honey is
continuing to depress prices.
The 100% Pure NZ Honey GM estimated annual sales, of domestic
and export markets combined, to be about 15,000 or 16,000
tonnes of honey in the past year, following a Covid-induced spike
in demand. National production has ranged from 19,000 to 27,000
tonnes a season for the past three years.
“We are not sustainable. We are not even selling the honey we
produce in a poor year, let alone what we produce in a bumper
year like we had 18 months ago,” Goodwin told the audience.
“It is important to realise our issue is not production … but it
has got to be related to opening up markets. The only way we are
going to have a durable, long-term industry where everyone can
make a decent income is by selling, at the very least, the 20,000
tonnes we produce on average.”
While some market’s high standards around residues, diastase,
C4 and American foulbrood levels in honey is hampering access,
the cost of gaining market penetration is also huge. Both Annabell

From left, James Annabell, Harry Woods
and Sean Goodwin talk international honey
markets on stage at the ApiNZ national
conference in Rotorua in June.

and Woods detailed examples of the massive marketing spend
required to first gain shelf space, then move product to
the consumer.
“To crack into a new market comes with big advertising
spend through external PR companies in a range of countries,”
Annabell explained.
“To get into [leading UK health and wellbeing store] Holland and
Barrett we might spend £150,000 internally a year, then you have
external PR, external digital on top of that. That is an established
market and for a new market, it is basically a carbon copy, but
with a bit more on digital marketing.”
Woods detailed one retail partner through which Manuka
Health did not make any money for the first two years as they
spent to build their position and get the right consumers through
the door.
“To start that partnership we had to put money into brand
building. We had to buy retail space, pay for the mailers and the
digital campaigns. The easy part was turning up with a beautiful
jar of honey and a great marketing site value, because retailers
are really interested and it is a great product. The hard part is
moving that jar off the shelf. That is where the investment comes.
That is where a really clear marketing strategy is critical. It gets
expensive,” Woods said.
That sort of example was reinforced by veteran bulk honey
exporter John Hartnell during the question and answer part of
the session, with Hartnell telling the crowd that beekeepers will
sometimes have to take a short-term price reduction for their
honey in order to keep markets open longer term.
“When you commit to a market, you have got to stay there. It
is a big road to come back otherwise. If it is a retail product you
are going back to buying shelf space, buying digital marketing, it
is never ending. It costs two years’ worth of profitability, possibly
more today if it is a lower priced item, to get that product back on
the shelf,” Hartnell said.
Increasing levels of non-manuka honey are being sold, with
Hartnell telling the conference delegates that he had exported
more than 30 shipping containers of honey dew in the last year.
“It’s on a knife edge,” Goodwin warned though.
“Any fluctuation in price at this early stage, before you have
really cemented that consumer demand, has you up on the block
with someone willing to come and take that space.”
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Beekeepers should be working with packers and exporters to
ensure they are producing the right honeys for the
marketplace too.
“Suppliers really need to be partnering with trusted partners
who are going to be there for the long term. If you are setting up
business on the hope that someone will come around the corner
and knock on your door, that is probably a flawed strategy. You
need to build a business that is connected to a business that will
partner with you for the long term and has an end-to-end view
right to the consumer,” Woods said.
For Annabell, reducing impediments to market access, like
troublesome C4 or diastase readings in honey, was another way
beekeepers could make their honey more appealing to buyers.
The goal for our honey industry should be to get to a point
where Kiwi producers can sell their honey crop “without lurching
through these peaks and troughs, having to sell honey cheaply
and not making any money,” Goodwin said.
The way to even that out is to increase demand though, and
that may not come cheaply to the packer, exporter or
the beekeeper.
“We will continue to create demand over time,” Woods said
with optimism.
“All industries have fluxes of supply and demand that do not
always move in conjunction with one another. That is natural in
any agricultural business. We are in a state at the moment where
supply outweighs demand. We do need to continue to invest in
consumer understanding. I think that is absolutely critical.”
ApiNZ has video of national conference discussions, including the
market panel detailed above, available here.
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Innovative
Blackball
Beekeepers
Thrive
Despite Isolation
When blacksmith at the Blackball coalmine
Ralph Glasson established his first beehive in
1924, he may not have expected the resulting
business to still be thriving and producing
quality West Coast honey 97 years later, but
grandson Gary Glasson is making sure the old
smith’s legacy lives on. MAGGIE JAMES called
in on Glasson Apiaries to meet the family and
staff, learn some local history, about running a
beekeeping business in a rural area and even tag
along for a spot of beekeeping.
It started with Ralph Glasson’s one hive in his backyard to provide
supplementary food for their family in the 1920s and it became a
full-time beekeeping business which son John took on. Aged 83,
John keeps an active eye on the Glasson Apiaries business which
his son Gary, 56, now oversees, still located in the town to which it
has long been tied.
Blackball is situated on a plateau overlooking the Grey River, 25
km northeast of Greymouth. Annual rainfall is usually between
2000-3000mm, with mild temperatures and not particularly
windy. To the west is the shelter of the Paparoa Range, often snow
covered in winter.
The town has a militant political past, as the founding place of the
Labour Party in 1908 and then in 1925 as the headquarters of the
NZ Communist Party. The coalmine closed in 1964 and currently
Blackball’s population is 300.
Whilst the small population, isolation and climate make
Blackball ideal for beekeeping, it all comes with a set of
challenges for Glasson Apiaries to adapt to and manage.
Gary and partner Sue live at Glasson Apiaries with their 21-yearold son Sam, who is currently shepherding in the North Island.
The family is well entrenched in the local community, with Sue
travelling into Greymouth two days a week to work as a registered
nurse, in urology, at Grey Hospital. She also supports the Cancer
Society, baking weekly for chemotherapy patients, and has a
daughter and two grandchildren living in Greymouth.

Gary Glasson with his
EzyLoader drum lifter, one
of several innovative devices
used in their remote West
Coast business.

THE TEAM AND THEIR HONEY
Glasson Apiaries operate 1000-1100 hives and seasonally 200 nuc
colonies, with their own honey house but no contract extraction or
pollination contracts. Gary and three staff all work full time, only
rarely advertising for staff, and employing long serving locals –
Jono for 12 years, Logan for seven years (a Level 4 apprentice), and
Ravin one year.
“We’re aware of competing with everyone else in the South
Island for staff,” Gary Glasson explains.
“Work conditions must be good and the aim is to keep staff
attitudes relaxed. Local staff are employed with similar values on
life and with outdoor interests, giving all common ground, aiding
team camaraderie and quality work outcomes.”
In season 40-45 hours per week are worked five days a week,
although Glasson will often work at home base in the weekend.
“We have an eight-week break in winter, but this is flexible if
staff need time off elsewhere, but they must be here for when the
honey is taken off in summer. The three main monofloral varietals
come in quick succession, when it’s all hands on deck to keep
the varietals separate. In the extraction plant, local students are
employed over the summer academic break.”
Monoflorals produced for bulk sale are kamahi, manuka, and
rata, in that order.
Producing monofloral West Coast honey crops, particularly
those with dollar value that granulate rapidly, requires long term
local knowledge of pollen and nectar sources, weather patterns,
when to add honey supers, how many, and when to remove and
extract. The crew need to get around hives quickly to keep crops
separate, and honey removal is at least three times per season.
“We also need to work around the weather, and we go hard,
then extract on wetter days. Sometimes the hot room is full, the
shed too, plus a full load of honey on the truck, all chocka.”
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Packed honey is at the gate only, for locals, apiary landowners
and donations. Honey house workflow and layout is suited to
less destructible plastic jars; townsfolk preferring the plastic 2kg
option with larger opening, then recycling the containers for use
in their workshops.
“Our apiaries are no more than 70km from Blackball. This cuts
down on fuel and vehicle use, and means staff are not paid just for
travelling. These small distances negate the need for driver hours
logbooks,” Glasson explains.
There is solid community support for the long-time employer,
including the benefit of long-serving staff, but the remoteness
and exclusivity create issues around freight, supplies, industry
networking, education and potentially now Significant Natural
Areas (SNAs).
These longstanding issues are exacerbated by Covid to such
an extent that the next project at Glasson Apiaries is building a
holding shed for extra supplies. Constantly rising and seemingly
out of control freight expense was the catalyst for Glasson
developing an on-site frame washing process, expressly just
for their outfit. This has created another task for staff in down
time, with cleaned frames guaranteed to be available to suit
their schedules.
INDUSTRY NETWORKING & EDUCATION
Glasson regularly makes a 500km round trip “over the hill”
attending Apiculture New Zealand (ApiNZ) Canterbury
Hub gatherings.

“It is important to meet beekeepers, learn things regarding
varied floral sources, industry experiences and opinions, and the
different challenges beekeepers face,” Glasson says.
A regular attender at national conferences, unfortunately this
year was off the agenda for Gary, due to long flights and often
erratic regional timetables. Glasson Apiaries were represented at
the ApiNZ national conference in June by apprentice Logan who
ferried and drove to Rotorua.
In May, the two travelled to the Beekeepers’ Day Out at Lincoln.
Recently staff, along with other beekeepers who travelled
long distances, attended an onsite queen cell production tutorial
in Blackball, with plenty of beekeeping chat over lunch
and afterwards.
Glasson is relishing the 2022 ApiNZ national conference in
Christchurch being closer to home. However, he has an aversion
to driving in the big smoke and therefore is considering arriving in
stress-free West Coast style, by boarding the TranzAlpine scenic
train at Greymouth.
POTENTIAL SNA-GS
Unlike most provinces, Glasson estimates that over 85% of
Westland is Department of Conservation estate. Added to this,
it seems any land with natural bush or swamp will potentially be
deemed SNAs and protected under the Resource Management
Act with land use severely limited. This sort of action from the
government concerns Glasson and so in July his truck joined rural
advocacy group Groundswell NZ’s Howl of Protest in Greymouth,
protesting increased government interference, bureaucracy,
unjustifiable costs to the rural sector and SNAs.
“In planning SNAs there appears to be no reference to
beekeeping, and there is the possibility that beekeeping may not
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Despite a bit of frost still on
the ground, a sunny August
day on the West Coast sees the
beekeeping team at Glasson
Apiaries in the hives for the
first checks of the new season.
Photo Maggie James

be able to be performed as a permitted activity. In attempt to stop
this occurring, I’ve attended various meetings in the area pushing
the beekeeping perspective,” Glasson says.
Many comments emitting from Wellington are confusing the
West Coast beekeeper says, and there is a huge question as to
whether Glasson Apiaries owned bushland may be permitted
for beekeeping.
INTO THE HIVES
SNA’s aside, I join the Glasson Apiaries team in early August on a
cool but slowly-warming morning for the first inspection since May
at a 40 hive overwintering apiary. We are checking hive populations
and that a laying queen is still present, then inserting four Bayvarol
strips per box and, if required, a top up of raw sugar and 1:1 syrup.
Miticide treatments are Bayvarol in spring, Apivar or Apitraz in
autumn, with an organic treatment prior to the honey flow.
On this morning we find the Italian bees are of good
temperament, and happy on a slight beech flow. The gorse now
flowering makes up for the usual beech pollen deficit. Post varroa,
due to decimation of feral colonies, black grumpy bees are less
common in the area.
These are strong hives and run all year as double brood boxes,
with nine frames in each and a top feeder divided in two – one
compartment with bracken for syrup, the other raw sugar. Some
have been overwintered as triple deckers.
Nine frames per box makes inspection easy, with the outer
frame removed and the other frames easily moved across. Single
brood boxes tend to go into winter-mode too late, with not much
in the way of natural stores. This has been a mild winter, with
more rain than usual and ample gorse flowering. These hives have
overwintered very well and, now with strong populations,
will require splitting into nucs.
Later in the season, nine frame full depth honey supers will be
added. They used to run eight frames per honey super, but with
manuka production and the use of a pricker at the extraction
plant, an extra frame results in less burr comb between frames.
This means less time needed spreading frames when putting
honey supers out. The only negative with nine frames, is the crew
must pull one frame out before using the bee blower.
Hive mats are not used and instead lids are lined with corflute,
cut to size by the local graphic designer to fit tightly. Corflute
hinders condensation over winter, helps with insulation and lessens
the amount of rusting due to organic varroa treatments. On hive

inspections it is one less piece of hive equipment to be removed
and replaced. Although to prevent robbing when requeening, a
few hive mats are carried on the truck.
In the last year Glasson Apiaries have only had three cases of
American foulbrood (AFB). Major AFB inspections are undertaken
in spring, when AFB is easily diagnosed if present, eliminating the
likelihood of splits being made from infected hives.
Mouse guards are generally not necessary and are only
deployed to hives occasionally if there is a wasp issue. The rare
rodent attack is generally a solitary rat that might totally decimate
supers, and in turn, the crew decimate the culprit.
On the outside front of each hive in the centre of the box is an
interesting management tool. About thumbnail size, a stapled
plastic disc denotes when the hive was requeened - triangle
autumn, square spring, the colour is the year. Most hives are
requeened annually.
Often a very old queen, if still presenting a great brood pattern,
instead of being killed is split off into a smaller colony, with the
parent colony receiving a new queen. For some reason, the old
queen generally gets a new lease of life and fires up her egg laying
ability, with a resulting strong brood box. Glasson is unsure why
this happens, perhaps it is due to a smaller population sharing the
queen’s pheromones though.
BACK TO THE FUTURE
Glasson Apiaries is a business steeped in history, as Gary Glasson
and staff continues to traverse the very same areas his father and
grandfather once did. That connection strengthened when, a few
years ago, Glasson purchased several hectares, complete with his
grandfather’s original extraction shed and plant.
Still surviving the decades were the typical concrete steps that
allowed gravity to run the honey from the extractor into 60lb tins.
Now “The Past Shed” as it has become known, holds all sorts of
equipment from 97 years ago, some of it coming in handy at times
in the remote area, for reinvention or spare parts.
Among that gear is four, five and six frame full depth nuc boxes
built by grandad Ralph, still usable. Outside at the back of the
shed there is a large natural sunny plateau capable of holding all
the nucs made up each spring, another plateau behind, slightly
shaded, is for support hives. A solitary, long serving, solidly built
and very content woolly four-legged lawnmower maintains the
grassy plateaus, controlling bush spread and completing the idyllic
rural setting of an iconic West Coast beekeeping business.
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Honey Bee’s
Healthy
Alternatives to
Social Distancing
As New Zealand continues to use lockdowns to
combat Covid-19, this month our regular dive
into apicultural science, Under the Microscope,
explores how honey bees don’t have the option
of social distancing to help them stay healthy.
However, co-authors from Massachusetts USA
Dr RACHAEL BONOAN of Providence College
and Dr PHIL STARKS, Tufts University, explain
some of the unique practices honey bees use to
protect the colony’s health.

As much of the world struggles to control Covid-19 transmission,
one challenge is curbing the spread among people living in
close quarters. Social distancing can be difficult in places
such as nursing homes, apartments, dormitories and migrant
worker housing.
As behavioural ecologists who have studied social interactions in
honey bees, we see parallels between life in the hive and efforts to
manage Covid-19 in densely populated settings. Although honey
bees live in conditions that aren’t conducive to social distancing,
they have developed unique ways to deal with disease by
collectively working to keep the colony healthy.
LIFE IN A CROWD
Honey bees, like humans, are highly social organisms. A honey bee
colony is a bustling metropolis made up of thousands of individuals.
Three “types” of bees share space inside the colony. The queen,
who is the only reproductive female, lays eggs. Drones, the male
bees, leave the hive to mate with queens from other colonies.
Workers – sterile females – make up the bulk of the colony and do
all the nonreproductive work. They construct wax comb, collect and
bring back food, tend to the young and more.
Members of a colony work so well together that the colony
can be referred to as a “superorganism” – a highly connected
community that functions like a single being.
Being this social comes with many benefits: Just ask any single
parent how helpful it would be right now to live in a community that
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pathogens, and even to “bake” invading wasps/hornets.
In a recent study, we investigated how the efficiency of colonylevel fever might change with colony size. At the Starks Lab Apiary,
we infected colonies of various sizes with chalkbrood and tracked
the response of the colonies with thermal imaging.
Larger colonies successfully generated a colony-level fever to
fight the disease. Smaller colonies struggled, but individual bees in
the smaller colonies worked harder to raise the temperature than
those in the larger colonies. Even if they fail, the bees don’t cave in
to fever fatigue by abandoning the fight.
Bees work hard to keep hives warm, killing specific pathogens.
A Tufts summer intern documents those higher temperatures,
shown in red at right, using a thermal imaging camera.
Photo: Rachael Bonoan, CC BY-ND

featured cooperative childcare! But it also imposes costs – notably,
the spread of disease. Inside the hive, worker bees transfer nectar
to each other, essentially swapping the essential ingredient for
honey. They crawl on top of each other and bump into others all
the time.
What’s more, humans keep many honey bee colonies next
to each other for agricultural purposes. This creates unnatural,
densely populated “cities” of these superorganisms, where pests
and disease can spread rampantly.
SOCIAL IMMUNITY
Like humans, individual worker bees have immune systems
that recognize invading pathogens and fight to get rid of them.
However, there are some classes of pathogens that the honey bee
immune system does not seem to recognise. Bees thus need a
different tactic for fighting them.
For these threats, honey bees defend the colony via social
immunity – a cooperative behavioural effort by many bees to
protect the colony as a whole. For example, worker bees remove
diseased and dead young from the colony, reducing the likelihood
of transmitting infections to other bees.
Worker bees also line the hive with an antimicrobial substance
called propolis, made from plant resin that they collect and mix
with wax and bee enzymes. Applied to hive walls and between
cracks, this “bee glue” kills various types of pathogens, including
the bacterium that causes a dreaded honey bee disease called
American foulbrood.
Another pathogen, the fungus Ascosphaera apis, causes a
honey bee disease known as chalkbrood. Because the fungus
is heat sensitive, chalkbrood usually does not affect a strong
honey bee hive, which maintains its own temperature somewhere
between 32°c and 36°c. But when a colony is small or the outside
temperature is cool, as in an early spring, chalkbrood can become
a problem.
The chalkbrood pathogen affects young honey bees, or larvae,
which become infected when they are fed spores from infected
food. It lies dormant in the larval gut waiting for the temperature
to drop below 30°c. If this happens, the pathogen grows inside the
larval stomach and eventually kills the young bee, turning it into a
white chalk-like mummy.
When this pathogen is detected, worker bees protect the
vulnerable young by contracting their large flight muscles to
generate heat. This raises the temperature in the brood comb
area of the hive just enough to kill the pathogen. Honey bees use
heat for many reasons: to optimise offspring development, to fight

IN THE HIVE, PUBLIC HEALTH IS FOR EVERYONE
Like honey bee colonies in agricultural fields, many humans
live in extremely dense conditions, which has been especially
problematic during the Covid-19 pandemic. The point of social
distancing is to act as if we live in lower densities by wearing
masks, keeping at least six feet away from others and allowing
fewer people in stores.
In the USA, data from early in the pandemic show that social
distancing was slowing the spread of the virus, but then humans
became lockdown-fatigued. By summer, many people were no
longer social distancing or wearing masks; on average, individuals
were doing less to slow the spread of the virus than in April. The
five-day running average of new U.S. cases rose from less than
10,000 in early May to more than 55,000 by late July.
Although honey bees cannot wear masks or socially distance,
each individual worker contributes to the public health of the
colony. And they all follow the same practices.
They also excel at making group decisions. For example, when it
comes time to choose a new home, a worker bee who has checked
out a new nest site dances to promote it to other bees. The more
suitable the site, the longer and harder she will work to convince
the others.
If others express agreement – via dancing, of course – the
colony moves to the new nest site. If the bees do not agree, that
specific dance stops, that option eventually falls out of favour,
and the search continues. In this way, only a group of informed
supporters can win the day.
As many commentators have observed, the strong focus on
freedom and individualism in American culture has hampered
the U.S. response to Covid-19. We see honey bees as a valuable
counter-model, and as powerful evidence that social benefits
require a community.

Pollinating an almond orchard near Turlock, California. Clustering
many honey bee colonies close together makes it easier for diseases
and pathogens to spread between them. AP Photo, Gosia Wozniacka
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Big and Better
When it comes to the Franklin Beekeepers Club
there is plenty of big: a big membership base, big
club rooms and a big geographical area to cover,
but it’s another b they are focusing on – beside
the honey bees that is – being better.
For recently appointed club president Prakash Naidoo, better
means being more interactive and promoting relationshipbuilding within the club, which covers a large semi-rural area
south of Auckland.
The retired assistant high-school principal and hobby apiarist says
the increasing popularity of hobby beekeeping means he gets at
least one or two calls a week from prospective new members to
their club, which already has over 200 in the ranks.
“It’s a very active club and we strive to do a lot of hands-on
things in our meetings on the second Sunday of each month,”
Naidoo says.
While they improve beekeeping knowledge through those
monthly sessions, they also run separate introduction to
beekeeping courses, plus things like an American foulbrood
education session planned recently, which had to be postponed
due to lockdowns.
The monthly meetings are held in a unique setting, a repurposed
old cowshed on land owned by Wesley College.
“It is quite a big building, probably more than 50 meters long,
by 15 to 20 meters wide. It is a nice place and we have our own
hives and garden on the outside, with flowers that attract bees,”
Naidoo explains.
“It is on the same site as where they are going to put in 5000
houses though. They have given us five years, but it may be more,
depending on how long it takes the subdivision to burgeon out.”
It is a great area for the club to have at their disposal, so they
hope to hold on to it for as long as possible. Also on site is an
extraction plant, fully food grade compliant and held in an old
shipping container. Members can extract honey for a nominal hire
fee, plus one dollar per frame.
They have had the extraction
facility for about two years and
it only cost about $30,000 to
install, Naidoo says.
The Franklin club
regularly have more than
50 people attend their
monthly meetings
and so, in the name
of being better, they
have introduced a few
practices to increase
involvement from members,
such as providing a stack of
With membership of more than
post-it notes for attendees to
200, and growing, the Franklin
write suggestions on and stick to
Beekeepers Club often get in
excess of 50 people to their
monthly gatherings.

the wall for collection and consideration by the committee. Then
there is the decision to use breakout groups to facilitate better
discussion, especially among those who may not be as willing to
speak up in front of the main assembly.
While the club is made up of mainly hobbyist beekeepers, there
is a small group of commercial operators within the membership.
One thing on the to-do list for the club is to try and break
up their large semi-rural catchment into more practical
areas for nominated beekeeping mentors to assist budding
beekeepers within.
“We are trying to create areas in the region demarcated to set
up mentors, because the area is large and differs widely. You have
Manukau, Manurewa, Papakura, Pukekohe, Bombay, Waiuku,”
Naidoo explains.
All the ideas and new practices being introduced by their “strong
and dedicated club committee” are with the purpose of creating a
better club the president explains.
“We plan to be more interactive, rather than just a source of
basic information. If we actually know each other better,
by name, then they will be forming relationships with other people,
other beekeepers.”
Information on the Franklin Beekeepers Club and how to join
can be found via their website.
Does your club have an event, club member or anything of interest
that we should know about? E-mail editor@apiadvocate.co.nz
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Productivity,
Covid, Housing
& Health
BY IAN FLETCHER
‘Productivity isn’t everything, but in the long run it is almost
everything. A country’s ability to improve its standard of living
over time depends almost entirely on its ability to raise its
output per worker.’ — Paul Krugman

Paul Krugman is an economist, and this quote is a pithy summary
of one of the central problems of economic management for
all governments: getting more output from the same inputs,
especially people and their skills. Developed countries got
steadily richer from the end of WW2 through to about the 1990s
as productivity grew. But we have stagnated since, putting
governments under pressure to do better.
Economies like New Zealand have looked bigger and better
because of immigration, which keeps labour, health and education

Ian Fletcher: productivity
gains for New Zealand can be
found in many places.

costs down per capita in the short run (migrants tend to be healthy
and have an education when they arrive, pushing averages in the
right direction – until they get old, sick or have their own kids). So,
the productivity problem remains.
What to do? The New Zealand Government might be forgiven
for saying productivity is tomorrow’s problem - today is Covid-19,
tomorrow is housing, the day after is health (where the decision to
merge the DHBs will be a nightmare in practice).
These problems are linked.
First, the good news: economists have detected an unexpected
rise in productivity as developed countries get through Covid:
companies have sharpened their performance. That may be
through better use of IT, and it’s not clear how much will rub off in
New Zealand. We should make sure it does. It’s already clear that
Covid has led to big skill shortages, and so higher wages for many.
That is a good thing. New Zealand is a low wage economy, and
anything that pushes up wages here is a positive.
Housing costs make workers less mobile, and simply poorer –
they have less money for other things. Solving housing will boost
consumption and improve productivity, as workers can move to
more productive jobs more easily.
Health reforms will magnify the role of the state, especially
as we expect more effective health care, keeping up globally
on vaccines and other services. State demand is a big driver of
productivity if it’s managed right and used to fund innovation
and technology adoption. Health reforms will be a big economic
process in coming years, and we should use it to push productivity
improvements everywhere.
Ian Fletcher is a former chief executive of the UK Patents Office, free
trade negotiator with the European Commission, biosecurity expert
for the Queensland government and head of New Zealand’s security
agency. These days he is a commercial flower grower in the Wairarapa
and consultant to the apiculture industry with NZ Beekeeping Inc.
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Buller District
Council building,
Westport.

Keeping Bees
in Residential
Areas, by Council
– South Island
The final part in the series by PHIL EVANS,
summarising Council’s requirements for keeping
beehives in residential, urban areas, details 24
Councils from the South Island.
In these areas, the vast majority of Councils, 19, have (as
best I could research) no specific rules pertaining to beehives
in residential or urban areas, other than general nuisance
guidelines. Four have specific restrictions and one is unknown.
Complaints about bees are managed under the bylaw stated for
each Council. This means the council will investigate, and may
suggest changes to location, entrance direction, water availability,
fence height, or removal on a case-by-case basis.
Disclaimer – The information presented here should be used as a guide
only, and has been found on the Council’s websites and through contact
with Council staff. For full details of rules, restrictions, fees etc. for
keeping bees in your region, please contact your local Council.
The following councils have no formal restrictions, other than
nuisance guidelines in their associated bylaws. (n/a denotes no
bylaw exists):
MARLBOROUGH DC
NELSON CC
TASMAN DC
GREY DC
ASHBURTON DC
HURUNUI DC
CHRISTCHURCH CC
KAIKOURA DC
MACKENZIE DC
TIMARU DC
WAIMAKARIRI DC
WAIMATE DC
CENTRAL OTAGO DC
WESTLAND DC
CLUTHA DC
DUNEDIN CC
QUEENSTOWN LAKES DC
INVERCARGILL CC
SOUTHLAND DC

Animals Bylaw 2017
Urban Environments Bylaw
(No. 225) 2015
No Bylaw
No Bylaw
Keeping of Animals,
Bees & Poultry 2016
Keeping of Animals in Settlement
Areas Bylaw 2017
No Bylaw
No Bylaw
No Bylaw
Chapter 17: The Keeping of Animals,
Poultry and Bees Bylaw 2018
No Bylaw
Consolidated Bylaw Section 1806
No Bylaw
No Bylaw
Clutha District Council Regulatory
Bylaw 2018
No Bylaw
No Bylaw
Keeping of Animals, Poultry and
Bees Bylaw 2013
The Keeping of Animals, Poultry and
Bees Bylaw 2020

Councils with beekeeping specific rules:
CHATHAM ISLANDS COUNCIL
Stock Control and Keeping of Poultry, Bees & Pigs Bylaw 2018.
•
No bees can be kept in ‘Settlement Areas’ without permission
from Council. Number of hives and locations may be
prescribed.
SELWYN DISTRICT COUNCIL
Keeping Animals, Poultry & Bees 2021.
•
Only two hives on any property in urban areas
•
Council will consider up to 4 hives on properties over
1500sqm.
•
Council may determine location, on advice from NZ
Beekeepers Inc.
•
Water source must be provided.
WAITAKI DISTRICT COUNCIL
Waitaki District General Bylaws 2018.
•
Limit of 2 hives per rateable property
•
Must apply in writing to Council
GORE DISTRICT COUNCIL
Keeping of Animals, Poultry and Bees Bylaw 2016.
•
Limit of one hive per rateable property.
•
Permit required for more than 1 hive.
BULLER DISTRICT COUNCIL
Keeping of Animals, Poultry and Bees - Model General Bylaw
NZS9201: Part 13: 1999.
•
The above Bylaw is referred to on the Buller DC website, but
the bylaw is not available electronically, and Buller DC had
not responded to enquiries before publishing. Please contact
Buller DC if you live in this region.

SINGLES FOR SALE
Minimum order 100 units
New queens / Full of bees / Excellent gear
Available November
10 years selling singles

Craig 0212389422
barrieshoney@farmside.co.nz
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Drum Costs Up
Constraints on global freight and logistics and a booming market
for steel have seen the cost of drums used for honey storage
increase this beekeeping season.

Honey producers have three main sources for drums: newly
manufactured within New Zealand, imported new drums, or
refurbished second hand drums, plus an option to lease stainless
steel drums. Several suppliers say beekeepers should be budgeting
on a price increase, and potentially ordering early.
At Global Honey Corp, owner Jason Shaw says the cost of
importing drums has risen, significantly at times, since Covid-19
has disrupted global freight channels. That makes pricing drums
difficult and prices have increased for the coming season.
“We will quote, get an order and then the freight will come in two
or three thousand dollars higher,” Shaw says.
“This is an ongoing problem and it isn’t going away anytime soon.”
Global Honey’s wait times to get drums delivered to clients is at
least 90 days, so Shaw recommends beekeepers get in early.
The global steel price has nearly doubled in the past year,
meaning the cost of manufacturing drums has risen too.

An accountant who understands
your business!
I’m a Blenheim-based chartered accountant,
hobbyist beekeeper, and business partner
with all of my clients. What’s important to me
is understanding my clients’ business and
bringing that personal touch. Please contact
me confidentially and without obligation if
you’d like to discuss how I can assist you and
your business this year.

www.marrnz.com
Office: 03 929 3100
Mobile: 027 276 7682
Email: office@marrnz.com

VIP Packaging have two drum manufacturing plants, one each
in North and South islands. While VIP’s cost of production has
increased, business unit manager Hayden Grant says they have
worked to keep drum price increases to a minimum and they
have the ability to provide quick turnaround to beekeepers.
“Our drum supply is continuous in that we have robust steel
supply coming out of our steel suppliers,” Grant says.
“It comes in from a global supplier, but we have good stock
holdings of steel and a robust supply chain. Then we have local
manufacture which allows us to respond to market demands as
demand ramps up for the season.”
The slowing in importation of drums appears to have led
to more beekeepers looking to second hand drums, with
Astron Sustainability reporting an increase in demand for their
refurbished drums in recent months.
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